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Abstract.    On a given Riemann surface, fix a discrete (finite or infinite) sequence of

points {Pk}, k = l, 2, 3,..., and associate to each Pk an "integer" vk (which may be

1, 2, 3.or oo). This sequence of points and "integers" is called a "signature" on

the Riemann surface. With only a few exceptions, a Riemann surface with signature

can always be represented by a Fuchsian group. We investigate here the dependence of

the group on the number vk. More precisely, keeping the points Pk fixed, we vary the

numbers vk in such a way that the signature tends to a limit signature. We shall prove

that the corresponding representing Fuchsian group converges to the Fuchsian group

which corresponds to the limit signature.

I. Introduction. On a given Riemann surface, fix a discrete (finite or infinite)

sequence of points {Pk}, k=l, 2, 3,..., and associate to each Pk an "integer" vk

(which may be 1, 2, 3,..., or oo). This sequence of points and "integers" is called

a "signature" on the Riemann surface. With only a few exceptions, a Riemann

surface with signature can always be represented by a Fuchsian group. This is the

celebrated limit circle theorem of Koebe. We investigate here the dependence of

the group on the numbers vk. More precisely, keeping the points Pk fixed we vary

the numbers vk in such a way that the signature tends to a limit signature. We shall

prove that the corresponding representing Fuchsian group converges to the Fuchsian

group which corresponds to the limit signature, in a sense which we shall specify

in the text.

This main result is established in §VII.

II. Preliminaries. In the first part of this section we state the limit circle

theorem of Koebe [10]. The rest of this section is devoted to the statement and

proof of some properties of the solution of an elliptic partial differential equation.

Definition 1. Let S he a Riemann surface and {Pk}, k = 1, 2, 3,..., be a discrete

(finite or infinite) sequence of points on S. Let there be an "integer" vk¡*2 asso-

ciated with each point Pk (here vk may be an actual integer, or the symbol oo). The

following two cases are excluded: (i) 5=C=Cu {oo}, the Riemann sphere, with

one pointFand the associated "integer" v^co and (ii) S=C, with two pointsPlt P2
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and v,i^v2. The triple (S, {Pk}, {vk}) is called a Riemann surface with signature.

For simplicity, we shall write P, v, (5, P, v) for {Pk}, {vk}, (S, {Pk}, {vk}) respectively.

Theorem 1 (Koebe). Let (S, P, v) be a Riemann surface with signature. Let

s#=s-[jVk=m{pk}, s»=s-u,k*2{Pk}-

Then there exists a simply connected Riemann surface V#, a properly discontinuous

group G of conformai selfmappings of V*, and a conformai mapping from V#/G onto

S# such that

(i) under this mapping Sb is conformally equivalent to Vb/G, where Vb is V* with

all fixed points of elements of G removed, and

(ii) the natural projection V* -*■ V*/G followed by the conformai mapping V#/G

-» S# is locally 1-1 at each point of V and is vk to 1 at the preimages of Pk with

vk<<X>.

The group G is determined uniquely up to conjugation in the full group of conformai

selfmappings of F#.(2)

Remark. The fact that V* is simply connected implies that V* is conformally

equivalent to C, C or A, where A denotes, here and hereafter, the unit disk. We

can actually enumerate all Riemann surfaces with signature (5, P, v) such that F#

is conformally equivalent to C or C as follows. (See Ford [7, Chapter IX, §§94, 95].)

(i) S=C with one point P, v = oo,

(ii) S=C with two points P„ P2, and v, = v2,

(iii) S=C with three points P„P2,P3, and l/v, + l/v2 + l/v3^ 1,

(iv) S=C with four points P„ P2, P3, F4 and v, = v2 = v3 = vi=2,

(v) S=a torus and there are no points Pk.

We shall call these cases exceptional.

Corollary. Given a nonexceptional Riemann surface with signature (S, P, v),

there exists a Fuchsian group G with the unit circle as its fixed circle such that

S# = S-\JVk=w{Pk} is conformally equivalent to A/G. Sb = S-{Jvki2 {Pk} is

conformally equivalent to Aa/G, where AG = A — {all elliptic fixed points of G}, and

S is conformally equivalent to ÂG/G, where Aa = A u {all parabolic fixed points of G}.

The natural projection A -> A/G followed by the conformai mapping A/G -> S* is

locally 1-1 at each point of AG, and is vk to 1 at the preimages of Pk with vk<<x>.

The Fuchsian group G is determined uniquely up to conjugation by a Möbius

transformation.

Proof. We have only to show that S is conformally equivalent to AG/G. But this

is exactly a result of Heins [8].

In this case we say that (S, P, v) is represented by a Fuchsian group G. We shall

also allow vk = \. That is, given a Riemann surface S and a discrete (finite or

(2) A complete proof of the limit circle theorem of Koebe can be found in the above-

mentioned dissertation.
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infinite) sequence of points {Pk}, k=l, 2, 3,..., on S, we associate an "integer"

vk to each point Pk, where vk^l or =co.

Definition 2. (i) A triple (S, P, v) is called a Riemann surface with signature

if after ignoring all points Pk with vk= 1, the resulting triple is a Riemann surface

with signature as in Definition 1.

(ii) A triple iS, P, v) is called exceptional if after ignoring all points Pk with

vk = \, the resulting triple is an exceptional Riemann surface with signature, as

defined above.

We shall discuss only nonexceptional triples throughout this paper.

The rest of this section will be devoted to the study of some properties of real-

valued solutions of the elliptic partial differential equation

(1) id2/8t 8t) log Xit) = A2(0

or, equivalently,

(2) i82/8t 8t)uit) = e2uU\

where Xit), uit) are real-valued functions of complex-variable t, and X = eu. From

now on whenever we say that u satisfies (2) we mean that m is a real-valued C2

solution of (2). The proof of Lemmas 1, 2, 3 and 4 can be accomplished by standard

potential-theoretical arguments as in [2] and is therefore omitted.

Lemma 1. Ifult u2 satisfy (2) in some domain D, then u^ — u^, has neither positive

maxima nor negative minima in D.

Lemma 2. If {ut}, i—l, 2, 3,..., satisfy (2) in \t \ <R, and for every i, \ut\ S M

there, then in \ 1| < R0 < R, any infinite sequence of the family {ut} has a uniformly

convergent subsequence.

Lemma 3. If {ut}, i= 1, 2, 3,..., satisfy (2) in \t\ <R and u¡^-u uniformly in

111 < R as i -> oo, then u is of class C2 and satisfies (2) in \ t \ < R0 < R.

Corollary. 2/{h,}, i= 1, 2, 3,..., satisfy (2) in D and ut -*- u normally in D as

i^-co, then u is of class C2 and satisfy (2) in D.

Lemma A.Ifu satisfies (2) in 0 < \t \ < R and u is bounded, then u is of class C2

in 111 < R and satisfies (2) there.

Lemma 5. If uit) satisfies (2) i« 0<|i|<F and u{t)~b + il/n- 1) log |r|, as

t —¥■ 0, where b is a constant and « is a positive integer, then there exists a function

viz), \z\ < Rlln, such that viz) is of class C2, satisfying (2), vie2Mnz) = viz)for \z\ < Rlln

and viz) = uizn) +log « + («-1) log |z| for 0< \z\ <Rïln.

Proof. Set z = tlln. Define i>(z) = w(zn) + log« + («-l) log \z\ for 0<|z|<2?1,n.

Then clearly viz) is well defined and vie2""nz) = viz). By assumption, w(zn)~è

+ (1 —ri) log |z], as z -^ 0. Hence viz)~b + log « as z -s- 0. Therefore viz) is bounded
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in 0< \z\ <Rlln. But v(z) is of class C2 in 0< \z\ <Rlln, and satisfies (2) there; by

Lemma 4, v(z) is of class C2 in \z\ <Rlln and satisfies (2) there.

Corollary. If X(t) is a positive C2 solution of (I) in 0<|i|<F and X(t)

~ a\ 111/n ~1 as t -> 0, where a > 0 is a constant and n is a positive integer, then there

exists a function p(z), \z\ <F1,n, such that p(z) is positive, of class C2, satisfying (1),

p(e2nilnz) = p(z) for |z\ < Rlln and p(z) = X(zn)n\z|n-J for 0 < \z\ < Rlln.

Lemma 6. If{u{}, i = 1, 2, 3,..., {û,},7=1,2, satisfy (2) in 0< 11\ <R, u,iut^û2

in 0<|/|<7?/or all i, ui(t)~bi + (l/n- 1) log |/|, û,(t)~h, + (lln-l) log |/|, as

t -> 0, where b¡, b¡ are constants, n is a positive integer, and finally, u¡-+u normally

inO<\t\<Rasi^-<x>, thenu(t)~b + (l/n— 1) log \t\,ast^-0, where bis a constant.

Proof. By Lemma 5, there exists {vt}, i= 1, 2, 3,..., such that vt(z) is defined in

|z|<F1,n, of class C2, satisfying (2) there and v¡(z) = u¡(zn) + log n + (n-1) log \z\

in 0< \z\ <Rlln. Similarly, there exists vh such that v,(z) is defined in \z\ <Rlln, of

class C2, satisfying (2) there and v,(z) = û,(zn) + log « + («—1) log \z\ in0< \z\ <Rlln.

By assumption, ut->u normally in 0< \t \ <R as / -> co. It follows that vt -*> v

normally in 0<\z\<Rlln, where i>(z) = «(z") + log « + (« — 1) log \z\. By Lemma 3,

ris of class C2 and satisfies (2) in0< \z\ <Rlln. But «1 = M(áw2 in0< |i| <R implies

that v,^v¡^v2 in 0<\z\<Rlln, so that v,^v^v2 in 0<\z\<Rlln. Since v, is of

class C2 in \z\ <Rlln, v is bounded in 0< \z\ <R' <Rlln. By Lemma 4, v is of class

C2 in \z\ <R', hence in \z\ <Rlln.

From v(z) = u(zn) + logn + (n—l)log\z\, we conclude that u(t)~v(0) — log n

+ (l/n-l) log |/|=i + (l/«-l) log |i|, as i->0, where b is a constant.

Corollary. If {A¡}, î= 1, 2, 3,..., {A1,}, _/= 1, 2, are positive C2 solutions of (1)

in 0<\t\<R, \^X¡^%2 in 0<\t\<Rfar all i, Xi(t)~al\t\lln-1, %~â,-\t\lln-1, as

t —> 0, where a¡, â, > 0, n a positive integer and, finally, A, —> A normally inO<\t\<R

asi->co, then A(i)~a|/|1"1-1 as t^-0, where a >0 is a constant.

III. The uniqueness of the Poincaré metric. This section consists of two parts.

In the first we describe the behavior on a Riemann surface with signature, of the

metric which is induced from the Poincaré metric on the unit disk. In the second

part we show that this metric is uniquely determined by this behavior.

Let (S, P, v) be a nonexceptional Riemann surface with signature. Let it be

represented by a Fuchsian group G. Let g: AG -> 51 be the natural projection.

The Poincaré metric on A is defined by the element of arc length oj = A(z)|o*z|

=(1/(1 - |z|2))|oz|, z e A. It has constant Gaussian curvature -4, and A together

with this metric is a complete metric space. It can be transferred to Sb. Indeed,

g: A->-S# is locally 1-1 at each point of AG, and we can define a metric on Sb

by the element of arc length As(/)|a7|=A(z)|dz|, with t=g(z), where t is a local

parameter on S. This Poincaré metric on Sb is independent of the choice of the

representing Fuchsian group G of (5, P, v). Also, from the conformai invariance
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of the Poincaré metric, we may use the upper half-plane U instead of A to describe

this Poincaré metric on S".

Since g is a local isometry from AG onto Sb, the Poincaré metric on S"

has Gaussian curvature -4. Since the Gaussian curvature is given by K

= -(4/X2s(t))(82/dt dt) log As(0, it follows that As(i) satisfies (1).

We shall next study the behavior of the Poincaré metric near points Pk with

2èvk.

(i) Near a point Pk with 2^vk<oo. Let Pk be the image of a point z0 e A, then

z0 is an elliptic fixed point of order vk. We may assume that z0 = 0. In a neighborhood

of Pk, there is a local parameter t (Pk corresponds to /=0) on S such that t=giz)

can be expressed as t = zv* in a neighborhood of z0=0. It follows that As(i)

~b\t |1,v*_1, as t -> 0, where b is a positive constant depending on the choice of the

local parameter t. If we use any other local parameter t on S which is 0 for t=0,

we have Äs(?)~£|f|1/V*-1, as f^-0, where As(f)|<ff|=As(r)|rfr|, and h is a positive

constant.

(ii) Near a point Pk with vk = ao. Consider U instead of A. Let Pk be the image of

a point z0. Then z0 is a parabolic fixed point. We may assume that z0 = oo. Then

there is a local parameter t (7=0 at Pk) such that z=g(z) = exp (2iriz/d), d>0, in a

neighborhood of z0 = co. Note that the Poincaré metric on U is given by A(z)|<2z|

= (i/(z-z))\dz\, zeU. Hence in a neighborhood of Pk, Xs(t)~ — l/(2|i| log |r|), as

/ -> 0. If we use another local parameter î on S which is 0 for t = 0, we have again

As(i)~ -l/(2|i| log |f|), as t-»-0, where \(î)\dî\ = Xs(t)\dt\.

In the Poincaré metric on A, any (sufficiently smooth) curve leading to the

boundary has infinite length, g preserves arc length. Therefore any (sufficiently

smooth) curve beginning at a point on 5 other than points Pk with vk=co and lead-

ing to a point Pk with vk = co or to the ideal boundary of S has infinite length

(measured by integrating As(()|cfr|). The definition and properties of the ideal

boundary can be found in Ahlfors and Sario [1, Chapter I, §13 A].

From now on, by abuse of language, we shall not distinguish between the arc

length element and the metric induced by it.

The following lemma is a well-known result.

Lemma 7. (i) Let A(z)|c2z| be the Poincaré metric on A.

(ii) Let ct(z)|c2z| be another metric defined on A, with a(z) of class C2, and with

Gaussian curvature —4. Assume also that A with the metric ct(z)|c2z| is complete.

Then a(z) = X(z).

Theorem 2. Let (S, P, v) be a nonexceptional Riemann surface with signature.

Let it be represented by a Fuchsian group G. Let Xs(t)\dt \ be the Poincaré metric on

S" defined by G. Let as(t)\dt\ be another metric defined on S", with as(t) of class C2.

At any point Pk with 2^vk<co, and for all local parameter t with t = 0 at Pk, let

os(t)~d\t\llvK-1 as í->0, where d is a positive constant depending on Pk and on the

choice of the local parameter t. Let the metric as(t)\dt\ have constant Gaussian
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curvature -4. Finally, assume that in the metric as(t)\dt\ any (sufficiently smooth)

curve on S beginning at a point other than Pk with vk = co and leading to a point Pk

with vk = <x> or to the ideal boundary of S has infinite length.

Then the two metrics coincide: crs(t) = Xs(t), where t is any local parameter.

Proof. Let g:A->S# be the natural projection. By assumption Xs(t)\dt\

= A(z)|í/z|, t=g(z), where A(z)|ifz| is the Poincaré metric on A. Lift as(t)\dt\ to a

metric tT(z)|cfz| on AG by g, so that as(t)\dt\=a(z)\dz\, t=g(z). Hence <js(t)/Xs(t)

= a(z)/X(z), t = g(z). By assumption, at any point Pk with 2^^<co, and in any

local parameter t with r=0 at Pk, we have lim^o (o-s(t)/Xs(t)) = c, where c is a posi-

tive constant depending on the point Pk only.

Also cr(z) is of class C2 in A0. By what was just said, at an elliptic fixed point z0

of G in A, we have lim2_2o (a(z)/X(z)) = c, where c is a positive constant depending

on the point z0. Hence a(z) is continuous and positive in A.

Since as(t)\dt\ has Gaussian curvature —4 on Sb, a(z)|az| has Gaussian curva-

ture — 4 on AG. Therefore a(z) satisfies (1) in AG. Consider a relatively compact

domain 2) in A containing an elliptic fixed point z0 of G and no others in its interior.

Since ct(z) is continuous and positive in A, log a(z) is continuous in A and hence

bounded in D. By Lemma 4, log cr(z), hence <r(z), is of class C2 in D and a(z)

satisfies (1) in D. The same argument applies to all other elliptic fixed points in A,

so that cr(z) is of class C2 in A and satisfies (1) in A. It follows that the metric

ct(z)|c2z| is defined on A and has constant Gaussian curvature —4.

Since g preserves arc length, it follows from the assumption that any (sufficiently

smooth) curve from an interior point to the boundary of A in ct(z)|c2z| has infinite

length. Therefore, A together with the metric a(z)\dz\ is a complete metric space.

By Lemma 7, ct(z) = A(z) on A. This implies the conclusion of the theorem.

IV. The approximation theorem for the metric. Given a nonexceptional Rie-

mann surface with signature (S, P, v), each subdomain of S may be considered,

in an obvious way, as a Riemann surface with signature. We can choose a sequence

{S¡}, i= 1, 2, 3,..., of subdomains of S with the following properties: (i) Sx<= <=52

cc.. .ccj, where c c means "relatively compact", (ii) S=(Jr=i S»» (m) eacn

Si is a Riemann surface of finite type and contains at most a finite number of points

Pk, (iv) the boundary of each S¡ consists of a finite number of simple closed analytic

curves which do not pass through any of the points Pk. For i large, the Riemann

surface with signature (Sh P, v) is nonexceptional ; here and hereafter (St, P, v)

means <S¡ together with those points Pk e S¡ and their associated "integers" vk.

We assume now that (S¡, P, v) is nonexceptional for /= 1, 2, 3,.... We can then

represent (Sh P, v) by a Fuchsian group Gh and St carries a Poincaré metric

defined by G¡. Denote it by A¡(í)|c2í|. On the other hand, we shall write X(t)\dt\

for Xs(t)\dt\, the Poincaré metric on S induced by the group G which represents

(S, P, v).
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Theorem 3. Under the circumstances described above, we have

(i) \(t)^ Xi + ,(t), \(t)Z X(t) on Sí = S, - Uvtâ2 {Pk}, and

(ii) X,(t) -*■ X(t) normally on Sb = S- Uvka2 (FJ, as i ->• co.

(Here t is the same local parameter for all A, and A.)

Proof, (i) Recall that A and A, satisfy (1).

On Sb, set

8(f) = «,+!<*)-«,(/) = logAi + 1(/)-logA((t) = log(A, + 1(í)/A,(í)).

Note that 8(t) is invariant under local parameter change, hence S is a function on

Sb. In any parametric disk, both ui + , and «( satisfy (2), implying that S has neither

positive maxima nor negative minima in the neighborhood considered (Lemma 1),

and hence anywhere on Sb.

We shall now study the behavior of 8 at the points Pk with vk = 2on S^ We claim

that 8 is continuous at any point Pk with 2^vk<co and has neither a positive

maximum nor a negative minimum there. Recall that A1+1(í)~¿>1|í|1,v*~1, A,(í)

~¿>o|f |1,Vfc_1, as /-»-O (as usual, Pk corresponds to ?=0), where b,, b0 are positive

constants depending on the choice of the local parameter. Therefore 8 =

log (Aj + 1(i)/Aj(/)) is continuous at Pk. By the corollary of Lemma 5, there exist

functions \ + ,(z), \(z), of class C2, satisfying (1) in a neighborhood of z=0, and

A¡+1(z)|az| = Xi+,(t)\dt\, \(z)\dz\=Xi(t)\dt\, with t=zv", in a deleted neighborhood

of z=0. Consider 8 as a function of z:S = log Ai + 1(z)-log \(z). By Lemma 1, S

has neither positive maxima nor negative minima in the neighborhood considered.

Thus 8 has neither a positive maximum nor a negative minimum at Pk.

At a point Pk with vfc=oo, we claim that 8 is continuous and 8 = 0. In §111 we

showed that the asymptotic behavior of the Poincaré metric near a point Pk with

vk = co is always given by -1/(2|/| log |í|), as i->-0. (Pk corresponds to i = 0.) Thus

S~logl=0, as f-^0.

We therefore conclude that 8 has neither positive maxima nor negative minima

not only on Sf but also on S,.

Next we claim that S S 0 on 5¡. For this purpose, we have to examine the be-

havior of 8 on the boundary of St. The boundary of Si consists of a finite number

of simple closed analytic curves C,,..., Cr. They lie in the interior of S{ +, and do

not pass through any of the points Pk, k= 1, 2, 3,_Let us consider U instead of

A. Let Q be a point of C,. Then a preimage of g is a point z0 e R.lna neighborhood

of z0, the natural projection from U onto St can be expressed as t=z — z0. Hence

^i(0 = ('7(z—z))|oz/oV|~co, as i-^-0. On the other hand, Q is an interior point of

,S,+i, and Q¥=Pk, k = l, 2, 3,..., so that A, + 1(/) is defined at Q. It follows that

8~ —oo, as t->0. A similar argument applies to all points of C,, C2,..., Cr. It

follows easily that 8g0 on S¡, so that A(+1(í)áA,(/) on Sb.

With £,<= <=£, we apply the same argument to the metrics A¡(/)|í//| and A(/)|ar|

and conclude in exactly the same way that A(/) = \(t) on Sb.
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(ii) It follows from part (i) that the metrics considered converge in the following

sense: if 2) is a relatively compact domain in S" with a local parameter / defined in

D, then lim^o, Xi(t) = o(t) exists on D. (Note that A¡(?) will be defined for i

sufficiently large, since flcS, for large i.) It is clear that a(t)\dt\ is independent

of the choice of local parameter.

We show next that the convergence A¡ -> a is normal. More precisely, if D is as

before, and 2)0CZC D, then X¡(t) ̂ >-o(t) uniformly in 2)0 as i'->co. From part (i),

we have X(t)^X¡(t)^Xio(t) for all /'ä/0, where iQ is chosen such that A¡, i£i0, is

defined in D. Thus log X(t)^log Xt(t)^log Xio(t) in D, so that |log A,(/)| èM for

i'^í'o- By Lemma 2, we conclude that any infinite sequence of the family {log A¡}

has a uniformly convergent subsequence in D0. The same is true for the family {A¡}.

But A¡ -»■ a in 2) as i -» oo, it follows that the convergence is uniform in D0.

Furthermore, by Lemma 3 we conclude that log a(t) is of class C2, hence a(t)

is positive, of class C2, and a(t) satisfies (1) in D. In conclusion, a(t)\dt\ defines a

metric on S", which has constant Gaussian curvature —4.

We shall show that near any point Pk with 2^vfc<co, o(t)~d\t\lh>'~1, ast->Q,

where dis a positive constant. (Here Pk corresponds to i = 0.) Let 2) be a relatively

compact domain in S containing Pk in interior and with a local parameter t defined

in it. (Pk corresponds to /=0.) Also assume that 2) contains no other points Pk

with 2fívk. Then there exists /„ such that, for ià»o> K is defined in D — {Pk}. By

part (i), we have X(t)áHf)áKa(t) in D-{Pk}. Since A(i)~*|f|1/*~\ À,(r)

~¿>,|í|1/v*_1, as /->0, where b, bK are positive constants and i^/0, and A, -> a

normally in D—{Pk} as i-> oo, we conclude from the corollary of Lemma 6 that

<j(t)~d\t\llv*~1, as r —>0, where cfis a positive constant.

Finally, from part (i) and the fact that A^aasiH- oo, we have X(t)^a(t) on

S". For any (sufficiently smooth) curve y from a point of S other than Pk with

vk = oo to a point Pk with vk = oo or to the ideal boundary of S, J"y X(t)\dt\=co.

Therefore j"y a(t)\dt | = oo. By Theorem 2, a(t) = X(t) on S. This implies the conclusion

of part (ii).

V. The monotonicity theorem for the metric.

Definition 3. Given v'={i>¿}, v" = {vk}, we define v'gv" if and only if v'k^v"k for

all 2c.

Theorem 4. Given S, P, v', v" such that v' ¿ v". Assume that the Riemann surfaces

with signature (S, P, v') and (S, P, v") are nonexceptional. Let A'(i)l^l» ^"(01^1 be

the Poincaré metrics on S, defined by the Fuchsian groups G', G" which represent

(S, P, v'), (S, P, v") respectively. Then X'(t)^X"(t) on S* = S-{J,korvki2 {2>J. (t is

the same local parameter.)

Proof. As in §IV, we choose a sequence {S¡} of subdomains of S with the de-

scribed properties. We may assume that (S¡, P, v') and ($, P, v") are not exceptional
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for /= 1, 2, 3,.... We can represent (St, P, v') by a Fuchsian group G[ so that S¡

carries a Poincaré metric defined by Gj. Denote it by Aj(/)|or|. Similarly, we can

represent (S¡, P, v") by a Fuchsian group G¡ so that St carries a Poincaré metric

induced by G". Denote it by X"(t)\dt\.

By Theorem 3, X[(t) -* A'(0 as i^oo on S-\Jvici2{Pk} and X"t(t) ̂ X"(t) as

/-»■co on 5,-Uv;a2{Ffc}. We shall prove that X'¡(t)^X¡(t) on 5?=$

-Uv¿orvfcS2{Ffc}; this will imply the assertion. On Sf set S(í) = log A|(i)-log A"(0-

Then as in §IV, we can show that 8 is a function defined on Sf and has neither

positive maxima nor negative minima there. To show 8^0 on Sf, we shall study

the behavior of 8 at the points Pk with either v'k or v"k ^ 2 on St and also on the boun-

dary of S¡.

Case (i). At a point Pk with 2í¡v¿ = v£<co, 8 is continuous and has neither a

positive maximum nor a negative minimum.

Case (ii). At a point Ffc with i^ = v£ = oo, 8 is continuous and 8 = 0 there.

Case (iii). At a point Pk with ^/^ (hence 1 ̂ vk<v"k), we claim that 8~ — oo

as t -> 0, where i = 0 corresponds to Fk. Indeed, if v'k=l, then A¡(?) is continuous

at i=0. And Af(0~**|f|î/,*~1 or A;0)~-l/(2|i| log |i|), as ?->0 according as

Vfc<oo or v£=oo, where ¿>" is a positive constant. In both cases, S~ — co as t-> 0.

If 2 ¿vi <»£«», wehaveA;(?)~è'|i|1/v'=-1, and A"(0~6"M1,V*~\ as f->0, where

è', ¿>" are positive constants, so that 8~—oo as t^-0. Finally, if 2^v'k<vk = oo,

we have ARO"*'!'!1"*-1. A"(0~ -1/(2|/| log |i|), as f^-0. By direct calculation,

it follows that 8-co as t -*■ 0.

Case (iv). On the boundary of $, we claim that 8 is continuous and 8 = 0. As

before, denote the boundary curves by C,,..., Cr. Let Q be a point on C;. Con-

sider U instead of A. Aj(/)|a7|, A"(/)|a7| come from the Poincaré metric in U via

two different natural projections. Let z0e R be a preimage of Q in the complex

z-plane under one of the natural projections. Let wQ e R be a preimage of Q in

the complex w-plane under the other natural projection.

There exists a conformai mappings of a (half) neighborhood of w0 in the upper

half w-plane onto a (half) neighborhood of z0 in the upper half z-plane. Further-

more, it sends a segment of R onto R. By the reflection principle, it can be extended

to a conformai mapping of a full neighborhood of w0 onto a full neighborhood of

z0. Expressing it in power series, we have z — z0 = a1(w-w0) + a2(w — w0)2+ ■ ■ -,

where a, > 0, and all coefficients are real.

On the other hand, A¡(/)|a7|=(í7(z-z))|dz|, and X/(t)\dt\=(i/(w-w))\dw\, so

that X'l(t)/X'¡(t)~(l/a,)a, = 1, as t -> 0. Thus 8=0 at Q. Similar considerations show

that 8=0 on all curves C,,..., Cr.

It follows easily that 8^0 on Sf, so that X'{(t)^X"t(t) on Sf.

VI. The limit theorem for the metric.

Definition 4. Given v'={v{}, j= 1, 2, 3,..., and v = (vfc}, we define v' -> v, as

/->■ co, to mean that vj, -> vk, as/->- oo, for all k.
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Theorem 5. GivenS,P,v°,v,vi,j=l,2,3,.. .,suchthatv°¿v>foralljandv'->-v,

as j^-oo. Assume that (S, P, v°), (S, P, v), (S, P, vJ), j= 1, 2, 3,..., are all non-

exceptional Riemann surfaces with signature. Let A0(í)|tfí|, A(/)|cfr|, A/í)|c2í|,

j =1,2,3,...,be the Poincaré metrics on S, induced by the Fuchsian groups G0, G, G¡,

j= 1, 2, 3,..., vWiic« represent (S, P, v°), (S, P, v), (S, P, v'), j= I, 2, 3,..., respec-

tively.

Then A/i) -> X(t) normally on Sb = S- UvkS2 {Pk}, asj -*■ oo. (Here t is the same

local parameter for all X¡ and A.)

Proof. Define v00 ={vk] with i^ =oo for all k. (S, P, v") is then a nonexceptional

Riemann surface with signature. Let X^t^dtl he the Poincaré metric on S,

defined by the Fuchsian group G„ which represents (S, P, v°°). Let 2) be a para-

metric disk in ^o = -^—{all points Pk} with local parameter t. Since v°gvy^vcc, by

Theorem 4, A„(0 ú X¡(t) S XK(t), hence log A0(0^1og A/i)^log XK(t) in D. Let

2)0(=c2)1<=c2). Then |log X¡(t)\ gAf in 2)l5 for all / By Lemma 2, any infinite

sequence of the family {log A,}, j= 1, 2, 3,..., has a uniformly convergent sub-

sequence in D0. The same is true for the family {X,},j= 1, 2, 3,_

Consider a point P=Pk with vk=l. Pe Sb. (But P$ S0.) Let D be a parametric

disk in Sb with local parameter t containing P and no other points Pk(t=0 at P).

Let Pe 2)0<=cJD1czczO. By assumption, 4^*";c=l as/-»-co, hence there exists

jo such that vk = 1 for j^j0. Define v' = {^} with v'n = co for « j= k, v'n = 1 for « = A:. Then

(5, P, v') is a nonexceptional Riemann surface with signature. Let X'(t)\dt\ be the

Poincaré metric on S, defined by the Fuchsian group G' which represents (S, P, v').

Since v°^v'^v', for j^j0, by Theorem 4, X0(t)ú A//)¿X'(t), hence log A0(i)

^log X,(t)^log X'(t) in D, so that |log X¡(t)\ UM in Du By Lemma 2 again, any

infinite sequence of the family {log X,),j '¿.jo, has a uniformly convergent subsequence

in 2)0. The same is clearly true for the family {log X¡},j= 1, 2, 3,..., hence for the

family {Xj},j= 1, 2, 3,..., also.

Since every Riemann surface has a countable base, S" can be covered by a

countable number of domains like D0 described above. By the usual diagonal

method, one sees that, on Sb, any infinite sequence of the family {A,},_/= 1,2, 3,...,

has a normally convergent subsequence. Let {Xh} be such a subsequence and

Xjk(t) -> a(t) asjk -> co. We shall prove that cr(/) = A(f) on Sb. This will imply that

the original sequence {Ay},/= 1, 2, 3,..., converges to A normally on S", asj->■ co.

For simplicity, we may assume that X,(t) -> o(t) normally on S", as/-»-co, and

show that cr(/) = A(z).

By Lemma 3, we conclude that log a(t) is of class C2, hence o(t) is positive and

of class C2, and o(t) satisfies (1) in D0. Clearly er(/)|c2/| is invariant, so that it

defines a metric on Sb. It has constant Gaussian curvature —4 on Sb. (Compare

§IV.) We shall show that near any point Pk with 2^vfc<co, cr(i)~c2|«|1,v'c~1, as

/ -> 0, where d is a positive constant. (Here Pk corresponds to i=0.) Let D be a

parametric disk in S with local parameter t, containing Pk (Pk corresponds to t=0)
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and no other points P,,j^k, in its interior. By assumption, vk^-vk asj ->- oo. Since

vk<<x>, there exists j0 such that v{ = vk for j^j0. Define v" = {^} with vñ = co for

n + k, v"n = vk for n = k. Then (S, P, v") is a nonexceptional Riemann surface with

signature. Let X"(t)\dt | be the Poincaré metric on S, defined by the Fuchsian group

G" which represents (S, P, v"). Since v°^vi^v", for j^j0, by Theorem 4, A0(/)

^ X,(t) g X"(t) in D - {Pk}. Since X, -> o normally in D - {Pk} asj -> oo, we conclude

from the corollary of Lemma 6 that o(t)~d\t\llvk~1 as t -> 0, where a" is a positive

constant.

Finally, we shall show that if y is a (sufficiently smooth) curve on S beginning at

a point P other than Pk with vk = oo and leading to a point Pk with vk = co or to the

ideal boundary of S, then J"y o(t)\dt | =co. The latter case follows from the fact that

X0(t)^X,(t) for every/, so that X0(t)^tr(t).

In the former case, let Pk be a point with vk = <x>. By assumption, v£->oo, as

y-*- oo. Let D be a parametric disk in S with local parameter t, containing Pk (Pk

corresponds to t = 0) and no other points P,, j^k, in its interior. In D, draw a

circle L: |i|=F. We may assume that R>1. Also, we may assume that y is a

(sufficiently smooth) curve from a point on |?| = 1 to /=0, lying completely in

|f | _1. Let us consider a fixed y and let us write « instead of vk. Assume first that

« < oo. By the corollary of Lemma 5, there exists a function A(z), of class C2, defined

for \z\ < Rlln, satisfying (1) and such that X¡(t)\dt\=\z)\dz\, with t=zn. By assump-

tion, v°gv>, for all/, hence A0(;)^A//) in D-{Pk), so that c<A/i) on |i| = l for

all j, where c is a positive constant independent of/ It follows that on |z| = l,

en < \z).

We introduce a metric t(z)|oz| with

r(z) = a/(l-a2|z|2),       \z\<R',

where 0<a< 1 is a constant chosen so that a/(l—a2) = cn, that is,

a = ((4c2n2+l)ll2-l)/2cn, and R' = min(F1/n, 1/a).

Note that R' > 1 and a -> 1 as « -> oo. Under this choice of a, t(z) = cn< X(z) on

|z| = l. Set 8 = log t(z) - log \z). Since t(z) satisfies (1), we have, by Lemma 1,

that 8 has neither positive maxima nor negative minima in \z\ <R'. But 8<0 on

|z| = l by construction. Thus 8á0 for \z\ ^1 and we conclude that t(z)^X(z) for

|z|ál.

Observe that t(z)|oz| is a Poincaré metric in the disk \z\ < 1/a. Hence in \z\ ^ 1,

any geodesic through the point z=0 with respect to this metric is a straight line

and vice versa. Also, any diameter has the same length in this metric. Now let e

be a small positive number and let ye be the arc of y leading from the initial point of

y to the first point on the intersection of y and the circle 11 \ = e. The arc ys is the

image of an arc ye under the mapping z h-> zn. The arc ye leads from a point on

\z\ = 1 to a point on \z\ =elln. We have

Í   X,(t)\dt\ = \   \z)\dz\ ^ f   r(z)|oz|.
Jyt Jit ¿ie
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But )ye t(z)|c2z| is not less than the distance from the circle |z| = l to the circle

|z| =e1,n in the metric t(z)|<2z|, that is,

1,     I  \+a    l-aelln\      1.     l-ae1"1

' 2loglîT^-r^-j > 2log-r^-'

and therefore

(3) Í   A/01*I >\logNn,
•* Ye

where  Nn = (l-ae1in)/(l-a),  a = ((4c2n2 + l)ll2-l)/2cn.  We  have  proven  this

inequality under the assumption that x£=n<co. We remark now that if 4 = °°>

then it holds for every «. This follows at once from Theorem 4.

Next, for « -*■ oo we have

a = (l + l/4c2n2)1/2-l/2cn = 1 -l/2cn + 0(l/n2),

«W = l+(loge)/« + 0(l/«2),

so that

TV» = (l-<w1/")/(l-a) = l+2clog(l/e) + 0(l/«).

Thus by (3),

lim inf f   A/i)l* I > log (1 +2c log (I/O)1'2-

Hence

Í   (7(01* | > log (1 +2c log (I/O)1'2

and

ct(í)|<2í| = lim       cr(r)|íft| = oo,
Jr e->0 Jyc

as asserted.

By Theorem 2, we conclude that cr(i) = A(r) on S. The proof of Theorem 5 is

complete.

VII. The limit theorem for Fuchsian groups.   As above, let S, P, v, v', j= 1, 2, 3,

..., be given such that the Riemann surfaces with signature (S, P, v), (S, P, v'),

y=l,2,3,..., are nonexceptional. Then they can be represented by Fuchsian

groups G, Gj,j=l, 2, 3,..., with natural projections g, g),j=l, 2, 3,..., from the

unit disk onto the respective Riemann surfaces with signature. For the sake of

uniformity in notation, we shall write Gœ, gx for G, g respectively. We shall
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normalize gx, g, in the following manner. Let F be a point fixed in S0, and let a

direction » at F be fixed. We normalize gm, g, by the condition that the origin 0

of the unit disk is mapped onto P and the direction of the positive real axis onto

the direction v. Then gm, g,, Gx, G, are uniquely determined. Note that gx: A„

-+ S0, g,: A, -^ S0, where A00 = A-{all the preimages of Pk, l^vk<co, under gx},

and Ay is defined similarly.

Construct the universal covering A of A«, and normalize the projection A«, by

the conditions that hx(0) = 0, h'x(0) > 0. Also let/œ =gœ°ha>, then/» is the universal

covering projection of S0 with the property that the origin 0 e A is mapped onto F

and the direction of the positive real axis to the direction v. Similarly, construct

the universal covering A of A,, normalize the projection h} by the conditions that

A/0)=0, A'(0)>0, and let fj=gj°hj, then fi is the universal covering projection

of S0 with the property that the origin 0 e A is mapped onto P and the direction

of the positive real axis to the direction v. It follows that /„ =fi. From now on,

we simply write/for/«,,/}.

Let F be the covering group off, Hx the covering group of A«,, H, the covering

group of h,. It is known that we have the following exact sequences of groups and

homomorphisms:

1—>Hx^F^Gœ—>l,       1—>H,^F^G,—>l,

such that for every a e F, A«, ° a = Xoo(a) o A„, h¡ o a=x/(a) ° h¡. (See e.g. Bers [4].)

Theorem 6. Given S, P, v°, v, vy, j= 1, 2, 3,..., such that v°gvi for all j and

v> -+ v asj -> co. Assume that (S, P, v°), (S, P, v), (S, P, v*), /= 1, 2, 3,..., are all

nonexceptional Riemann surfaces with signature. Define h„ g,,ha, gM,/, 77,, G,, 77«,,

G«,, F, Xi, X« as above.

Then h,^fhm and, for every a e F, x,(«) -*■ Xoo(a) normally on A asj -> oo.

Proof, (a) We shall first prove that h,(z)^-hœ(z) normally on A as y-»-co.

Note that \h,(z)\ < 1, z e A, for every/ Hence {h,} is a normal family of holomorphic

functions. That is, in every infinite sequence of this family, there exists a normally

convergent subsequence, say, with limit function h. h is holomorphic in A. If we

can prove that h=hœ, then the original sequence {h,} converges to hx normally on

A as/-> co. We may assume that Ay -> A normally on A as/->- oo. We shall prove

that A=A0O. By assumption, A/0)=0, «;(0)>0. Therefore h(0)=0, h'(0)^0. We

shall show that in fact A'(0)>0.

Let A//)Iaï I» Xx(t)\dt\ be the Poincaré metrics on S defined by G,,GX. By

Theorem 5, X,(t) -> Xx(t) on S0 as/-»- co. Lift, by/, the metrics X,(t)\dt\, X«,(t)\dt\

on So to metrics p,(z)\dz\, pœ(z)\dz\ on A. Hence p,(z)\dz\ = X,(t)\dt\, pm(z)\dz\

= Xa>(t)\dt\, with t=fi(z), and p,(z) -> p„(z) on A as /^ oo. On the other hand, if

we lift the metrics A//)|oï| on S0 to A, by g, and Aœ(/)|aï | on S0 to A«, by g«,, we

clearly get back the Poincaré metric on the unit disk. Therefore,

Pi(z) = |«;(z)|/(i - |A/z)|2),        p„(z) = K(Z)\/(1 - |AM(z)|2)
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for z e A. Note that «y -> h, h'¡ -> «' and p¡-+ pK as / -> oo, so that

^(z)=|«'(z)|/(l-|«(z)|2)

for z e A. Since Pcc(0)>0, it follows that «'(0)^0, hence h'(0)>0.

Altogether,

(*)      «(0) = 0,   «'(0)>0,   and    |«'(z)| = /..(z)(l- |«(z)|2),   for z e A.

We claim that these three conditions determine h(z) uniquely. It suffices to show

that they determine all derivatives «<n)(0), n= 1, 2,_Square (*) and put K(z, z)

= pl(z). We can show that |«'(0)|2 = AT0, 0). By assumption «'(0)>0, therefore

«'(0) is completely determined. Further differentiation gives that «(n)(0)(«'(0)) ~

= 8n-1K(0,0)¡8zn-1. Therefore, «<n)(0) is completely determined for all n. It

follows immediately that « = ««,, as asserted.

(b) We shall prove that for every ae F, xX«) -*• x«o(«) normally on A as/-»- oo.

For simplicity, write at for x/°0> «« for x <*,(<*). Recall that a¡ e G„ ax e Gx are

Möbius transformations from A onto itself and hi(a(z)) = aj(hj(z)), h00(a(z))

= am(hm(z)), for z e A. By part (a), we conclude that a/A/z)) ->- a^h^z)), z e ix,

as/-> oo. From this we shall show that a¡, -* a^ normally on A as y -> oo.

Now |ay(z)| < 1 for all/ It follows that {a¡} is a normal family of holomorphic

functions, that is, any infinite sequence in the family has a normally convergent

subsequence. If we can prove that the limit function is always aœ, then a¡ -> u„

normally on A as/-> oo. As usual, we may assume that ay —> & normally on A as

j->oo, and we shall prove that & = am.

Let zt, i'=l, 2, 3, be three distinct points in A such that the points ai=hca(zi),

i=l, 2, 3, are also distinct. Let èj = a0C)(aj) = a0O(«oo(zi)), i = l,2, 3. Thus a, maps

a( onto bt, i= 1, 2, 3, respectively. On the other hand, let a{=hj(zi), i= 1, 2, 3. Then

by part (a), a\ -> at as/-»- oo, / = 1, 2, 3. Let ¿>{ = a}(a{) = a,(h}(z^), i= 1, 2, 3. From

the fact that ay(«y(z)) -> «„„(«„(z)) as /-> oo, we conclude that b{ -> 6f as /->■ oo,

i = l, 2, 3. The fact that a¡, /= 1, 2, 3, are distinct implies that a{, i= 1, 2, 3, are also

distinct for/ large. Therefore, for/ large, w=o:i(z) can be expressed as

(w-b{)(b'2-b3)     (z-aiM-4)

(w-biM-bi)     (z-a3)(a'2-a{)'

It follows that the limit â of ay, w=â(z), can be expressed as

(w-bjjbz-bg) m (z-^Xfla-ga)

(w-b3)(b2-bx)     (z-a3)(a2-aS

Therefore ce is a Möbius transformation mapping the distinct points at onto b¡,

i= 1, 2, 3, respectively. It follows that â=aM.
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